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Vision and practice

High ideals – then and now
LSE Digital Library service
Digital collections and their users
Some challenges 



‘ …in this London School 
and this Library, there is 
a great opportunity of 
getting together a body 
of students who will 
have a real influence on 
“the condition of the 
people”…’

Beatrice Webb letter to a 
potential library employee, 
1896

It’s all about the people



Our approach
‘ We need librarians who 

support the users 
rather than the system, 
who see the end as 
clearly as the means.’

Dame Lynne Brindley 
celebrating the first 100 
years of BLPES, 
1996



Our Vision and strategy
Provide services beyond 
our walls:
• Build and preserve 

distinctive collections to 
support research and 
learning, and represent a 
record of thought in the 
social sciences



Our aspiration
‘ The Library is 

dangerously enticing.’
LSE Professor of Government 

commenting on the lure of the 
statistics collections

‘ Cool.’
Year 6 School boy commenting on 

the Women’s Library timeline



LSE Digital Library service



Designing for use







Digital Collections and their users

Beatrice Webb’s diary
Student newspaper – The Beaver
Street Life in London
Charles Booth Survey of London
Women’s Walks



Beatrice Webb’s diary

‘ But Reform will not be 
brought about by 
shouting. What is 
needed is hard 
thinking.’

Beatrice Webb diary entry, 
September 21st 1894







Street Life in London











Charles Booth Survey of London

http://phone.booth.lse.ac.uk/

• Charles Booth: systematic investigation of living 
and working conditions in London, 1886-1903
– Maps, Descriptive of London Poverty 1898-9
– Police notebooks: eye-witness, street-by-street observations







Women’s Walks





Some challenges



‘This library should be a constant 
source of knowledge and 
inspiration to us – allowing us 
to fulfil, what I consider, our 
responsibility to listen to 
women’s lives, in their own 
words and in their own time.’

Mary Robinson at the Opening of the 
Women's Library @ LSE, March 12th 
2014 
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